
sheltered lounge
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Caav designed by Justin Champaign

Whether it’s time for a cozy respite or for a relaxed work session away 
from the desk, Ca- av’s workspace enclosures and lounge furniture add 
the element of choice to open offices. 

COMFY. CASUAL. PRIVATE.

meet Caav.-



Caav's pods soften all 
the distractions and 
create quiet, private 
spaces for focused, solo 
work. Kick back, zone 
out the world, and let 
the good ideas flow.

SINGULAR
FOCUS.
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Lounge pods entice small 
groups to connect, without 
feeling disconnected from 
their environment. Media 
walls support TVs, and 
modular lounge setups have  
room for the whole team.

A TEAM
HIDEOUT.



CONVERSATION 
STARTER.

Caav's lounge setups naturally invite 
collaboration, and features like built-in power 
units and coat hooks keep distractions off the 
mind and out of the way.
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Modular interaction hubs create multi-level seating options that are perfect for casual  
presentations around the media console. Pull up an ottoman or a stool and join the group.
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RESIDENTIAL 
COMFORT.

Soft fabrics and curved lines bring the easiness 
of home into the office. On-trend dowel legs, built-
in power, and swiveling tablet arms make these 
pieces as smart as they are beautiful.
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The beauty of Caav is how it invites people to make it their own. Add or remove modular  
pieces, go without privacy screens, to see just how conversational Caav can be.

BOUNDS.without
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A family of pieces that speak the same language means endless possibilities and 
configurations. Caav is full of touches that seamlessly fit together. Pieces that work together, 
clean lines, and integrated technology.
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J.JHB.CV.0124.600

desk pod + privacy hood

group interaction hub with 
stand-up surface

group work pod table

circular group interaction hub

lounge pod with  
privacy wing + ottoman

sectional lounge

desk pod

lounge podlounge lounge pod + privacy hood

media credenza

Caav is a sheltered lounge designed by Justin Champaign

225 CLAY STREET

JASPER, INDIANA 47546

800.457.4511   TOLL FREE

812.482.3204   OFFICE
JSIFURNITURE.COM

JSI is quality furniture for work and life.


